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Gas Pricing - Transfer Pricing
Considerations

The link between gas and oil prices continues to weaken as global supply,
demand and trading patterns continue to change. When responses to these
market changes affect intra-group transactions, tax Transfer Pricing (TP) can
become a significant risk and impact a Group’s effective tax rate.

Background
The shale gas revolution, the economic climate and the implementation of various
climate change-related policies have all affected the supply, demand and pricing of
natural gas.

The impact of these factors is reinforced by the growing trends towards pricing gas
independently of oil, adjustments to take-or-pay obligations and discounts being granted
upstream.

As at 2012, over 40% of global volumes under wholesale contracts were priced gas-on-
gas, up from 30% in 2005. In Europe this growth is even more pronounced with 45% of
contracted wholesale volumes priced gas-on-gas, up from 15% in 2005.

Following a series of region-specific demand and supply shocks, these flexible pricing
mechanisms supported the emergence of regional pricing patterns, as illustrated below.

The resulting knock-on effects are not limited to dry gas / LNG pricing or trading
patterns, but also affect gas-fired power and other services (LNG regasification, gas
liquefaction, power tolling, power purchasing agreements, etc.).

Impact on Transfer Pricing
Whenever intercompany pricing would be affected by these market developments,
businesses might consider redesigning their existing TP policies or models, adjusting
legacy unit pricing or terms, and terminating or renegotiating existing agreements.

All these actions can increase TP risks which need to be managed proactively, as
summarised below and described in detail on the next page.

Past
• TP based on established price

benchmarks
• Long-term contracts, with terms

and pricing parameters reviewed /
approved by tax authoriities

• Established trading patterns with
high utilisation of infrastructure

Limited TP risks

Present
• Changes to reference pricing

and import/export patterns
• Out of money contracts /

onerous take-or-pay
contracts

• Termination payments,
renegotiations, and
restructurings

High TP risks

Future
• Rulings, Advanced Pricing

Agreements and Mutual
Agreement Procedures

• Transfer Pricing
documentation

• Potential disputes

•
Increased TP risks

Gas-on-gas pricing (black)
increases in prevalence both
globally (top) and in Europe
(bottom) at the expense of oil-
linked prices (grey).Other
pricing systems (white) have
remained static as a whole.

Source: IGU Wholesale Gas
Price Survey, July 2013
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Challenges and opportunities

Gas

In recognition of the change in the market, existing intercompany gas supply contracts
might require adjustments to restore economic balance. Similarly, any third party
adjustment to pricing (rebates or reductions in take-or-pay obligations) might need to be
analysed to assess whether they need to be reflected in intercompany arrangements
further downstream. Changes in medium/long term intercompany deals, however,
require careful consideration.

LNG

Premium pricing in Asia, low US prices and volatile European prices have all lead to re-
alignments in global LNG markets. With the new liquefaction trains going online and
volatile utilisation levels of regasification terminals, regasification, liquefaction and
supply intercompany contracts are being renegotiated or cancelled while new
arrangements for emerging supply sources are put in place. Managing the related TP
risks is likely to be a priority given the importance of LNG to the relevant businesses, the
values in question and the long-term nature of the arrangements.

Power Generation

A combination of increased US coal imports and the priority put on renewables can push
gas-fired plants into sub-optimal load patterns. Additional strain from contracts with oil-
indexed pricing or material take-or-pay volumes can introduce losses into the supply
chain. This “perfect storm” scenario might require re-negotiations of the existing power
purchasing agreements, gas supply contracts, power tolling arrangements or trading
arrangements.

Industry-specific TP work should be considered to manage risks related to changes in
generation pricing models or any conversions from tolling into merchant.

Marketing, Trading and Origination

Market pressure can lead to low margins or even losses within groups’ supply chains. To
the extent this leads to inherent loss-making activities (in particular in trading) existing
alongside profit centres, tax authorities might inquire about the arm’s length nature of
any centralised trading, marketing or origination arrangements, especially when the
profit centres are in low tax countries.

M&A

Transfer or termination of out-of-money and/or long-term arrangements, and other
constraints on the design of the new structures, might affect the parameters of any deal
and typically require TP support to determine the correct and defensible positions, both
for buyer and the seller.

How we can help
We have experience in advising international players in all segments of the gas, LNG,
power and renewables markets on transfer pricing issues arising from these market
developments. Our experience includes help in defending new pricing and trading
arrangements, unwinding old set-ups, designing and defending centralised trading and
marketing functions, support for M&A and preparing TP documentation for existing and
going-forward arrangements.

Tell us what challenges you’re facing with respect to changes in the gas markets and
where your organisation is heading. We’ll work with you to develop a plan that fits your
individual circumstances using our industry-specific TP experience.
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If you would like to discuss the implications for your organisation, please contact your
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Partner Senior Manager
+44 (0) 20 7 804 7084 +44 (0) 207 212 1889
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